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The Multi-Armed Bandit Problem

Core Properties of MAB:
1.Sequentially taking actions of unknown quality 
2.Feedback only involves information on selected action
3.Regret: gap of cumulative rewards between the optimal arm and the 
algorithm 

Adversarial Bandits: No assumptions on the rewards
Stochastic Bandits: Rewards subject to identical and independent 
distribution 



MAB in Multi-Agent Systems

Homogeneous Agents – synchronized actions and non feedback 
constraints
Heterogeneous Agents (new in our work) - agents are assigned 
different action rates and constraints in feedback collection

AgentsEach agent solves an instance 
of MAB problem and share 
observations with others



Multi-Agent Model for Cooperative Clinical Trials

Clinic 1 Clinic 2 Clinic 3

Plan 1
Plan 2
Plan 3
Plan 4
Plan 5

Local arms

External arms

Clinics have different access to the feedback of suggested 
treatment plans.



An Example to Show Drawbacks of Traditional Algorithms

Also, agent A contains a single local suboptimal arm α, whose reward subjects to a Bernoulli distribution with reward 
mean 0<p<1, smaller than that of the global optimal arm. Since at most, only one observation of arm α is available, 

with probability p, the observed reward of α is 1. Information on α will be broadcast by agent A to other agents. Now 
consider there are multiple other agents that are in the second stage (due to some other good external arms that 
dominate their local arms). Following the "best empirical reward" policy, these agents, with probability p, select 

arm α with just one single observation, receive a suboptimal reward. Since the reward is not observable the empirical 
reward does not change, hence, this process iterates in their future sampling, and a linear regret in stage 2 will be 

incurred.

- Arms are associated with Bernoulli rewards 
- Agent b only takes action at the first slot
- With probability 0.6, the observed reward for arm 3 is 1
- There are only one observation, so other agents will select arm 3 
constantly
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Performance Degradation with Slow Agents

Strategies UCB Elimination
-based

𝝐-greedy

Influenced by 
slow agents

Reasons that traditional algorithms suffer poor performance: 
1. Fail to guarantee enough observations
2. Selection rules ignore the impact of action rate

Yes Yes Yes



A Two-Stage Cooperative Algorithm: AAE-LCB

Core Ideas: 
1. Pull local arms as much as possible (first stage)

- Use AAE to eliminate local arms, switch to select external arms 
only when an external arm dominates all local arms

2. Avoid selecting external arms with low-confidence estimates 
- Select the external arm with the largest lower confidence bound 

(LCB is large only if the arm is well-observed)



Theoretical Results

𝐾 - number of arms
𝑖∗ - the optimal arm
Θ" - aggregate action rate of agents containing arm 𝑖
Θ - aggregate action rate of all agents 
Δ" - gap of reward means between the optimal arm and arm 𝑖

Regret by AAE-LCB: Regret by Cooperative UCB:



Numerical Results

AAE-LCB outperforms others with different ratios of action rate 
between fast and slow agents

- 20 agents (10 fast and 10 slow)
- 100 arms, randomly allocated 

to agents, each having 12
- 30K rounds and 10 simulations 

for each data point

AAE-AAE: Use AAE to eliminate both 
local and external suboptimal arms
CO-UCB: Select the arm with largest 
UCB



Thanks!


